Essay
We are in the midst of a crisis in neuropsychiatric drug development. Only 9% of neuropsychiatric drugs entering clinical trials succeed and go on to market, one of the lowest rates across all therapeutic areas [1] . Although attrition occurs at all phases of clinical trials, the majority take place during Phases II and III, where failure is costliest in terms of both time and money [1, 2] . The low success rate in the development of neuropsychiatric drugs is partially due to one of the highest failure rates in Phase III clinical trials [1] . Thus, even within human studies, many initial fi ndings do not extrapolate to larger, more complex cohorts. A combination of high cost and high risk makes investment unappealing, and multiple pharmaceutical companies have downsized or altogether abandoned neuropsychiatric drug development [3] .
All aspects of neuropsychiatric drug development have attracted heavy scrutiny, but preclinical trials, in which use of mouse disease models is ubiquitous, have received the greatest attention. Numerous problems have been identifi ed in preclinical studies (Table 1) . These include a low standard of evidence, a reliance on inappropriate statistics, confl ation of confi rmatory and exploratory designs, poor reproducibility (partly from low animal numbers, resulting in underpowered studies), inadequate consideration of pharmacokinetic/ pharmacodynamic issues, improper modeling, and the adoption of fl awed methods [4] [5] [6] . Fundamental differences between the neurobiology of mice and humans have also been proposed to account for translation failures in neuropsychiatry [3] . Effective mouse models should have construct validity (a similar neurobiological cause, such as a genetic variant or neuroanatomical abnormality, to the human disorder) and predictive validity (similar responses to treatments that prevent or reverse the human disorder) [7] . Ideally, they should also have face validity (compelling similarities to the endophenotypes of the human condition), though behavioral effects of a shared disease etiology may differ across species.
The predictive validity of a preclinical model refl ects how well assays predict a compound's future therapeutic performance in the clinic, and it has two core components [7] . The fi rst is positive predictive value: the probability of a positive preclinical fi nding resulting in a successful clinical trial (a true positive) [8] . The second is its inverse, the false discovery rate: the probability of a positive preclinical fi nding resulting in a negative or a failed clinical trial (a false positive Much has been written about the validity of mice as a preclinical model for brain disorders. Critics cite numerous examples of apparently effective treatments in mouse models that failed in human clinical trials, raising the possibility that the two species' neurobiological differences could explain the high translational failure rate in psychiatry and neurology (neuropsychiatry). However, every stage of translation is plagued by complex problems unrelated to neurobiological conservation. Therefore, although these case studies are intriguing, they cannot alone determine whether these differences observed account for translation failures. Our analysis of the literature indicates that most neuropsychiatric treatments used in humans are at least partially effective in mouse models, suggesting that neurobiological differences are unlikely to be the main cause of neuropsychiatric translation failures. Table S1 (see Supplemental Information).
To determine whether drugs successfully back-translated from humans to mice, we examined whether their therapeutic effect had been tested in at least one behavioral assay in a relevant neuropsychiatric disease mouse model. Even when we excluded results from behavioral assays originally validated by compounds of interest (e.g., amitriptyline in the forced swim and tail suspension tests and diazepam in the elevated plus maze), all compounds still back-translated in at least one behavioral assay and most in a highly reliable manner. The genetic background, specifi c disease model, variation in dosage, and route of administration did not appear to affect the back-translation potential of a drug-indication combination overall. When a drug's effect replicated consistently in a behavioral assay for an indication, it was remarkably robust, consistently retaining effi cacy across numerous combinations of various levels of many factors. Interestingly, <20% (13/66) of all reviewed drugs were developed using mouse behavioral assays: all others either used other species in behavioral assays or did not report preclinical behavioral testing. Nevertheless, when mouse behavioral assays were used in preclinical testing, all compounds back-translated in assays that had not been used for their initial development.
Criticisms of the predictive validity of mouse models have focused on potentially insuffi cient conservation between mice and men, speculating that these differences may constrain construct validity so much that a drug's activity in mouse neuropsychiatric disease models cannot reliably inform future activity in humans [3] . However, more than 99% of mouse genes have human homologs, including most known proteins involved in synaptic transmission, such as neurotransmitters, receptors, and ion channels [10] . Many neuropsychiatric drugs tested to date function primarily by modulating synaptic transmission. Therefore, the molecular target of a drug developed in mice is unlikely to be absent in humans, and many molecular pathways of interest in humans are likely conserved in mice. Indeed, we consider it unlikely that genomic differences between humans and mice account for most translation failures, at least when discussing most current mechanisms of action in neuropsychiatry. The two species' transcriptomes are more divergent than their genetic codes, however, and these differences in gene expression could affect neuropsychiatric disease manifestations and treatment outcomes [11] . Further, if most future neuropsychiatric drugs in development had mechanisms of action directly targeting gene expression (e.g. via transcription factors, epigenetics, or post-transcriptional modifi cations), these differences would be more likely to become salient. The relationship between variations in transcriptomes and neuropsychiatric drug effi cacy has not yet been extensively explored, and could be a fruitful avenue for further research.
Species differences great enough to impact construct validity would be unlikely to homogenously impact the validity of mouse models of all neuropsychiatric diseases. Instead, they would be more likely to affect specifi c models of neuropsychiatric disorders designed to simulate higherorder cognitive defects arising from changes in neocortical pathways, such as those involved in schizophrenia [12] . Indeed, there are major differences between humans and mice in nearly all cognitive domains. A large number of them result from the increased size and complexity of the human connectome, as well as its relatively unique organization, especially in the neocortex [12] . Differences in neural gene expression between mice and primates are most pronounced in the neocortex, particularly among studies -clinical studies would inform further preclinical work [9] . These opposite, complementary approaches are known as translational and 'backtranslational' frameworks, respectively ( Figure 1 ). Back-translation is not unlike the practice of hindcasting in environmental science, where investigators refi ne predictive models by examining their performance on known historical data. Here, we determined whether preclinical mouse models and assays in the literature could detect the therapeutic effect of a representative set of known clinically effective neuropsychiatric drugs, independent of whether they originally were developed using mouse behavioral models or assays.
All surveyed neuropsychiatric drugs back-translate to mice
We performed a representative, but not exhaustive, review to determine whether clinically effective neuropsychiatric drugs were similarly effective in preclinical mouse models (see Supplemental Information, published with this article online for full details). We selected the 40 top-selling neuropsychiatric drugs and reviewed their effi cacy in mouse models of all genes regulating its development and organization [12] .
Although neurotransmitters and neurotransmission-associated molecules may not differ much between species, density and distribution differences in certain pathways do exist, but their impact on predictive validity is unknown. Short of in vivo studies in primates, which have their own associated concerns, it is unclear if phenotypes in other commonly used model species would be signifi cantly more similar to those in humans [13] . Humanized mice are an interesting new model that may be able to bridge some gaps between humans and mice. However, to our knowledge, there are few (if any) published studies comparing sideby-side the effect of neuropsychiatric drugs in behavioral assays in humanized versus non-humanized mouse models. Humanized mice or mice engineered to contain human induced pluripotent stem cell-derived cerebral organoids could conceivably improve the construct validity of mouse models, but suffi cient evidence is not yet available to determine whether these changes will result in tangible increases in predictive validity.
Species differences in drug bioavailability, metabolism and toxicity can also complicate translation from experimental models to humans. In many clinical trials, the maximally tolerated human dose is lower than the effective dose used in preclinical mouse models, which may contribute to the low clinical success rate in neuropsychiatry. However, this is by no means unique to research involving mice. Few, if any, commonly-used preclinical animal models, including non-human primates, can reliably predict human oral bioavailability [14] . Non-animal models have probably even lower predictive power for dosing. Neuropsychiatric drug effi cacy is highly multivariate and can be affected by seemingly minor differences in many non-neuronal properties (e.g. blood-brain barrier permeability, sexual dimorphism, and glia-specifi c effects). For these and other reasons, the pharmaceutical industry is beginning to pay much more attention to the infl uence of complex biological systems in pharmacology. Even if aspects of these complex biological systems differ between species, models possessing imperfectly conserved versions of these systems will likely possess higher predictive validity for dosing than one lacking them, especially in neuropsychiatry, where the blood-brain barrier still poses a unique challenge to delivery.
Mouse behavioral assays are variably effective in detecting clinically effective neuropsychiatric drugs As part of our analysis, we assigned rudimentary measures of confi dence for the ability of each behavioral assay to detect clinically effective neuropsychiatric drugs, based on the reliability of the assay (see Supplemental Information for details). Of the 66 reviewed drug-indication combinations, 46 used at least one behavioral assay we classifi ed as 'high confi dence'. Of the remaining 20 combinations, 6 used at least one assay we classifi ed as 'moderate confi dence', and the remaining 14, including all 6 adjuncts, only used assays we classifi ed as 'low confi dence', and we subsequently rated the back-translation of this last group as 'inconclusive'. We generally underestimated confi dence in the back-translation of adjuncts because three factors (adjunct compound, main compound, and assay) needed to replicate across studies, not just two (compound and assay), as for primary drugs. This additional requirement generally reduced the number of times each combination would replicate. Thus, low confi dence in adjunct backtranslation may stem, at least in part, from the classifi cation criteria used.
The specifi c ability of particular assays to detect true positive results varied considerably, mostly based on indication. By far, drugs indicated to treat pain or seizures backtranslated best to mouse behavioral assays. For example, drugs to treat pain back-translated with high confi dence in multiple assays, and few assays yielded negative results. In contrast, no individual assays could reliably detect all clinically effective antidepressants or anxiolytics with even moderate confi dence. Interestingly, when we compared our analysis to more focused reviews of the preclinical effi cacy of these conditions, our conservative methods actually arrived at lower estimates of preclinical effi cacy than most other systematic studies (see Supplemental Information for full information of validation). Depression and anxiety both manifest as complex sets of multivariate symptoms, increasing the diffi culties involved in modeling and assaying, as compared to seizures and pain (which we acknowledge are not necessarily easy to treat either). All together, these results support using multiple appropriate behavioral assays in preclinical drug development.
For other indications, selective use of individual behavioral assays complicated effi cacy judgments. For example, the assessment of drugs indicated for obsessivecompulsive disorder (OCD) or attention defi cit hyperactivity disorder in mice overwhelmingly rely on individual assays (marble burying and hyperlocomotion, respectively), which in our analysis were performed more than all other assays combined for their related indications. This uniformity could magnify potential disparities between a disorder and its behavioral model.
Multiple compounds studied preclinically in mice may effectively treat a single symptom of a complex human condition corresponding to the single behavior examined, but they may not treat other symptoms not corresponding to the consensus assay. This would clearly impact predictive validity because reliance on a few assays could return both false positives and false negatives: compounds could alter the behavior(s) tested without altering the underlying pathology, or the paucity of behavioral assays available could miss compounds that improve un-modeled symptoms. Modeling OCD nearly exclusively via marble burying serves as an example of these pitfalls. The specifi c aspect of OCD assayed by marble burying and even its correspondence to OCD or anxiety are perennially debated; likewise, some anxiolytic compounds with no human anti-compulsive effects consistently pass this assay while some known anticompulsive drugs consistently fail [15] .
Because bipolar disorder and schizophrenia are both characterized by a diverse set of symptoms and research and development. The vast majority of resource and time expenditures during drug development are incurred during mid-to late-stage clinical trials. Therefore, optimizing early-stage drug development (e.g., target screening and preclinical studies) is a sensible way to reduce costs and attrition in late-stage clinical trials, where failure is most expensive [2] . However, neuropsychiatric preclinical testing has an intolerably high false discovery rate and correspondingly low payoffs. But are experimental models responsible?
Construct validity likely affects predictive validity, wherein a model with underlying mechanisms closely related to the disease of interest should better predict the effect of a given therapeutic on the disease's phenotype. However, some upstream construct differences may not necessarily impair predictive validity, so long as the model and the human condition share downstream neural alterations that similarly induce the disease's phenotype and respond to treatment.
Correspondingly, species differences between mice and humans may not be great enough to fully explain the discrepancy between observed preclinical and clinical results. Such differences should yield not only drugs effective in mice and ineffective in humans, but also drugs effective in humans and ineffective in mice. If the two species are suffi ciently divergent to prevent adequate translation, then mouse studies would not only consistently return false positives but also false negatives, regardless of model or assay. However, we fi nd that mouse studies can confi rm the effi cacy of every examined drug effective in human neuropsychiatric disease, which indicates that mouse models can suffi ciently capture critical aspects of human neuropsychiatry to detect true positive results. Detecting false positives and true positives, but not false negatives, would suggest a process that solely amplifi es effects of all neuropsychiatric drugs in mice. Such a process would need to amplify the effects of diverse drugs working via numerous unrelated mechanisms and targets in separate parts of the brain, without inducing any changes that reduce their effectiveness, which seems very unlikely. Overall, our fi ndings do not support the claim that intrinsic biological differences between the two species explain most observed differences in preclinical and clinical outcomes.
Nevertheless, there is plenty of room for improvement in the current use of mouse models, starting with a need for more research on the cause of neuropsychiatric diseases (Table 1) . Without this information it will be impossible to properly model them in any system, including mice. Additionally, we need to enforce a higher standard of evidence in preclinical trials, such as requiring success in multiple behavioral assays for each relevant phenotype of interest, with more rigorous methodologies and using multiple background strains and/ or genetic models before advancing to clinical trials, and ensuring that the concentration of drug found effective in an animal model is the actual concentration tested in humans after accounting for species differences in ADME/PK (absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion/ pharmacokinetics) [17] . So long as the behavioral assays model different aspects of a neuropsychiatric disease (e.g. forced swim, sucrose preference, and splash tests in depression), the increase in predictive validity will almost certainly offset the decrease in throughput from more thorough testing, reducing costs and increasing proportional FDA approval by moving fewer compounds forward that are more likely to succeed in clinical trials [8] . Choosing behavioral assays that interrogate different aspects of the disease is also key. Of course, these should not be the only steps taken. More study should also be undertaken to improve the translational potential and reproducibility of individual preclinical models/assays, and many such approaches have been proposed and discussed elsewhere [9, 17, 18] .
Identifying potentially translatable biomarkers correlated with target engagement and/or therapeutic response could also increase the positive predictive value of mouse models in neuropsychiatric drug discovery. Whether based in genetics, biochemistry, electrophysiology or manifestations, reliance on even a few assays modeling specifi c behaviors can be overly reductive [7] . Even though drugs indicated for schizophrenia and bipolar disorder succeed in multiple mouse assays, experimenters converge on a subset of these assays, such as prepulse inhibition and hyperlocomotion, which are very well-characterized, but at best, they only partially model these diseases' behavioral complexity. Other behavioral assays, such as socialization and Y-maze alternation, represent different symptoms than the more canonical assays, but are less common. Thus, during testing, these highly multifactorial diseases often become reduced to a small subset of their overall symptoms: preclinical studies will be much less likely to identify drugs treating symptoms exclusively modeled by less popular assays, because canonical assays are most likely to be used when quickly screening candidate drugs, biasing drug development towards their associated subset of modeled symptoms [7] .
These less popular assays represent an opportunity. Drugs succeeding in unconventional assays via unconventional mechanisms face a less crowded development pipeline and patient population than those acting on well-characterized mechanisms and succeeding in the disease's most common behavioral assays. For example, the highly successful antiepileptic levetiracetam preclinically failed in the pentylenetetrazole and maximal electroshock tests, the two most commonly used preclinical seizure models in our analysis, but succeeded in the less common audiogenic and kindled seizure models [16] . Had levetiracetam been tested in only the two orthodox models, it would likely never have been discovered. Instead, it required a more thorough investigation, using a wide spectrum of behavioral models, not just the canonical ones.
Improving preclinical trial payoffs
Neuropsychiatric drugs have the lowest aggregate clinical success rate, which -combined with their high development costs -has strongly discouraged industrial neuroimaging, such biomarkers, and resulting mechanistic insights could potentially be critical for determining which preclinical candidates should go forward into clinical trials. Identifying validated and quantifi able outcome measures in clinical trials for neuropsychiatric diseases is also essential [19] . Clinical failures could occur for reasons unrelated to compound effi cacy or target mechanism. Even a perfect preclinical program could not make up for the problems caused by a lack of appropriate outcome measures. A comprehensive approach including improved mouse behavioral assay predictive validity, optimized clinical biomarkers, in-depth validation of drug mechanisms in humans, and better outcome measures may be needed to solve the present crisis in neuropsychiatry.
Despite the current suboptimal state of preclinical mouse studies in neuropsychiatry, no clear and viable alternatives seem to exist, though many new promising technologies may lie just beyond the horizon. Targetbased screening only discovered one neuropsychiatric drug approved between 1999 and 2008, whereas preclinical phenotypic screening, which includes behavioral assays, discovered seven, despite a throughput orders of magnitude lower [20] . Further, it is uncertain whether other proposed screening methods (e.g. murine or human cell culture models) actually possess greater construct validity. Although such assays do have obvious advantages, (e.g., greater ease of manipulation and higher throughput capacity), defi ning truly disease-relevant outcome measures could be even harder in cell and tissue culture models than in animal models, particularly in regard to neuropsychiatric diseases that affect or depend on complex network properties and/or aging, two features diffi cult to reliably simulate in vitro.
Once these technologies mature, however, it is quite easy to envision a preclinical pipeline where these techniques complement each other for more sophisticated predictions. One phenomenon that comes to mind is pharmacokinetics/pharmacodynamics, which involves both complex and species-specifi c drug responses. While most known aspects of the synapse are conserved between mice and humans, some highly specifi c differences do still exist, such as mutations in analogous synaptic receptors expressed by different species. Human stem cellderived brain cells or organoids could be used to model the molecular dynamics of different doses in human neural tissues. The mouse could then model the drug's effects on complex neural networks, although doses may have to be adjusted for species differences in bioavailability and metabolism. Thus, these different model paradigms can co-exist and compensate for each other's trade-offs.
The current neuropsychiatric drug development crisis has called into question many previously held assumptions. One such assumption is that the mouse itself is a suffi ciently valid model for neuropsychiatric drug discovery. Our review of the literature presented here indicates that preclinical mouse behavioral assays can detect the entirety of a representative set of clinically effective neuropsychiatric drugs, even for drugs not originally developed using mice. It will also be important to better understand why so many phase II trials in humans do not extrapolate to phase III trials, and to explore whether similar phenomena could contribute to the false discovery rate in animal models. Every stage of the drug development pipeline urgently needs improvement, and it is even possible that we may need to fundamentally re-invent how we take discoveries from the laboratory to the clinic. 
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Great narratives about Earth history are enjoying new validity, although perhaps have never really gone out of fashion. Such narratives tell how the Earth has changed over vast eons of time, from its galactic origins to the present condition of things, and, as often as not, what the future might bring. They tell of the emergence of life, the movement of continents, climatic change, ice ages, extinction, and evolution, from the Big Bang to now. There is nothing complacent about these scientifi c stories. Our current identifi cation of the Anthropocene as a time when human beings are irretrievably changing the planet indicates that this cosmological narrative could have an apocalyptic end, or at least an end that arrives sooner than previously projected. From Carl Sagan and George Gamow to Brian Cox, Immanuel Velikovski to Stanley Kubrick, the human imagination has been gripped by the wonders of the universe and the past and future development of the Earth and its living beings.
Nearly two and a half centuries ago, the French naturalist GeorgeLouis Leclerc, le comte de Buffon, was similarly enthralled by the story of the Earth and its organisms. Born into the landed bourgeoisie during the ancien régime, Buffon was a selfmade, dynamic and cosmopolitan intellectual who became one of Europe's best-known natural philosophers of the Enlightenment period, rapidly ascending to the directorship of the Jardin du Roi and Muséum d'Histoire Naturelle in Paris. He was elevated to the aristocracy in 1772 and died in 1788, just before the revolution began. Had he lived longer, Buffon might have lost his head to the guillotine, although natural history was regarded as useful knowledge by the revolutionaries, and fi gures such as Buffon's student Jean-Baptise Lamarck were allowed to remain active as professors at the Jardin. Nevertheless, Buffon's death from natural causes marked the end of an era in Enlightenment science. Knowledge became a very different enterprise as the 19 th century dawned. Buffon's interest in understanding the science of his day and the laws of the natural world was inexhaustible, leading him fi rst to translate Newton's mathematical writings into French and then to undertake a giant publishing project that documented the whole of the animal kingdom: the Histoire Naturelle, générale et particulière (1749-1788), issued in 36 volumes with subsequent supplements and extra volumes authored by others. He intended to match the scope and purpose of the famous Encyclopédie, edited by his philosophical colleagues Diderot and Daubenton. With its literary elegance, many illustrations, secular tone of voice, and promise of completeness, Buffon's encyclopedia of the animate world made him one of the most widely read authors of the day -a rival to Montesquieu, Rousseau, and Voltaire. It can still be found today in multi-volume,
